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Editorial

 I personally am not “in tune” with 
my astrological sign. I’m a Taurus 
and I don’t know the different 
qualities and traits. I’ve looked 
up it up and it says that Taurus is 
always reliable and has good pa-
tience. Those traits do describe 
me. It also says that we can devel-
op temper behind our soft spoken 
voices and I can definitely relate. 
Every once in awhile, I tune into 
my daily horoscope and read what 
may be in store for me and what 
is to come. Even if I don’t check 
it one day, I may go back to the 

previous day and see if my horo-
scope lined up with my actual day. 
Sometimes they can be very on 
key, but sometimes not so much. 
My day may have gone one way but 
not the horoscope is should have 
went a different way. I do find my-
self sometimes trying to make my 
day as planned on the horoscope 
by keeping it in the back of my 
mind, but it doesn’t always work. 
Something always goes wrong, or 
works differently. I wouldn’t say I 
“believe” in them, but I do think it 
is interesting. It’s really cool to see 
them line up with my everyday life, 
even when I’m least expecting it.

Samantha Kathrine Quijas
John Phillip Sy
Ariel Vernee White

Ariel white

Knowing what is going on 
and being up date is every jour-
nalism programs job, but taking 
it to the next level is to become 
the things that are now and mod-
ern is the ideal goal. This year the  
Chapin Chronicle has created an 
online version to complement it’s 
award winning print issue.
 There are a few advantages to 
having an on line issue coinciding 
a printed publication. The obvi-
ous advantage is timeliness. Most 
kids get the printed issue and say, 
/it’s only three weeks behind. With 
the Internet you can see current 
news articles and updated sports 
stats when it’s relevant. But along 
side the timely updates the printed 
issue can offer you an in depth, 
captivating article covering the 
emotion and engery that the sport 
has. Also this new edition to our 
program offers a very convenient 
way to access school information. 
Think about it: you’re on Myspace 

or Face Book and you just click 
the mouse and boom. You are now 
informed about what’s going on at 
your school and you can then talk
 about the game or any other 
event that just got covered by us. 
 The really interesting part is how 
interactive it is. This new exten-
sion of the Chapin Chronicle has 
away for the reader to get involved, 
while reading a blog or article you 
can post a comment or even con-
tact the writer. On top of that 
there are surveys posted every now 
and then so that we can hear what 
our school has to say.
 It’s all simple and convenient. 
For us all that was needed was to 
claim a domain and the website 
hosted our paper, and of course 
for us to write articles to fill the 
site. All that’s required of you, is 
to log onto my.hsj.org and find 
the Chapin Chronicle after that 
you can read and interact with the 
future of our Chapin journalism 
program.

Our NewView: Suggestions for Managing 
One-Lunch Munchies
1. Keep the two lunches and release only the teams to the 
field.

2. Each grade has its own time to get its lunch.

3. Have more snack stations.

4. Teams get to fundraise this week only.

5. Put tents on the field with food vendors.

6. Catered week by area restaurants.

7. 9-10 lunch then 11-12 lunch.

8. Have a huge BBQ.

9. School delivers food to class then have a huge picnic on 
the field.

10. Bus students to off  campus lunch to fast food chains

Tuned to you zodiac

Chapin Chronicle expands 
to online coverage

Visit us as:
www.tinyurl.com/Chapinchronicle



News
Students and teachers 
manage new book policy

Beginning this fall, semester,  text-
book distribution is different for 
students and teachers than previ-
ous years.  Chapin over $30,000 
to the district for the missing 
books, and principal Dr. Carla 
Gonzales was unhappy and disap-
pointed about this situation. 
As a result, student access to text-
books will be with classroom sets 
and limited opportunity for stu-
dents to have personal copies.
Mathematics teacher Mrs. Don-
nette Vollmer is managing because 
she said, “The Pre-AP [math] 
classes have their own books and 
a class sets.” 
Although each school tries to keep 
sufficient funds in school accounts 
to help with expenses, the 2009 
textbook bill paid used most of the 

school’s back-up money. 
Gonzales encouraged teachers to 
use class sets instead of issuing 
students a book of their own, as 
well as doing frequent book checks 
for those classes who do have in-
dividual books. Missing textbooks 
strain Chapin’s budget even more 
because in addition to current 
textbook concerns, teachers are 
also facing potential paper short-
ages and copy limits for student 
worksheets. Gonzales encourages 
teachers to become more creative 
with homework assignments, or 
preparing online activities for stu-
dents to do at home. 
The changes this year have raised 
many opinions among the student 
body. Freshman Luis Orozco said, 
“When we have to finish an assign-
ment it’s hard because we don’t 
have the books.”

Teachers have begun to re-
view ow they make assignments.  
Results of different access to text-
books will be seen through the re-
maining marking periods. While 
many students only have access to 
the books in the classroom, books 
are now also available to those 
whose parents contact the school 
and get the books checked out for 
their students.  

Gonzales has very high 
hopes that this problem will not 
happen again due to the new book 
policy and she hopes that everyone 
will work with the faculty to keep 
these issues to a minimum. 

Engineering teacher Mrs. 
Pamela Cook  said, “I’ve taught 
both ways, it doesn’t matter. With-
out the textbooks students can’t 
lose, damage, or steal books.”

By Ariel White

English teacher and sports 
enthusiast Mario Gomez began 
broadcasting the Voice of Chapin 
when Chapin played against New 
Mexico’s Mayfield Trojans in the 
beginning of this year’s football 
season.  

“We have parents serving 
overseas and far away who can’t at-
tend games. It’s a media for them 
to listen to the games,” Gomez 
said.

There are people who have 
assisted Gomez with collecting 
game statistics and reporting ac-
tual details of the games. There 

are currently four members with 
Gomez. The position program are 
stat takers, a spotter, and Mario 
Gomez as the announcer. The stat 
takers are Monica Chavez(Alice) 
and Ashley Bloxdorf(Paige). 

“I was intrigued to learn the 
sport of football,” said senior Ash-
ley Bloxdorf.

Live video feed was planned 
to begin before the start of the dis-
trict play, but as of September 25 
was not in place. 

 Attention is essential while 
trying to record and help with the 
broadcasting. Gomez said it is im-
portant that all the helpers pay at-
tention to the game and are on top 
of everything. Gomez hopes that 
the audio/video legacy will con-
tinue on even after he retires.

“I want to start it, and I want 
students to continue it, regardless 
of who does the broadcasting,” 
Gomez said.

He also plans to stay in 
the program  as much as Chapin 
would allow. 

“As long as Chapin will have 
me, I will happily lead the pro-
gram.” Gomez said.

The reason Gomez feels 
welcome in this program is that he 
has a passion for broadcasting and 
would also looks forward to tu-
toring people interested in sports 
broadcasting.

  “I have a passion for 
broadcasting and it is a pleasure 
for me to teach future potential 
broadcasters. I love to do it, and I 
love teaching students how to do 
it.” 

Chapin 
broadcasts 
games on 
internet

Mario Gomez



Homecoming
oroscopes

Meeting destiny 
in the stars

So you’re sitting at the mov-
ies with friends, patiently waiting 
for the movie to begin, and some-
one comes up to you and starts to 
flirt with you.

Now this person isn’t unat-
tractive, but not gorgeous enough 
to dazzle you at first glance but 
you still find yourself listening to 
what he or she is saying. 

Does the thought ever cross 
your mind ‘I wonder what their 
sign is?’ 

To some people astrological 
signs do not matter, but to others, 
it means the world and more. 

Now sticking with the story, 
imagine you’re a Libra, and you’re 
thinking this person is kind of 
narcissistic, over confident and 
seems to be great at talking. You’ll 
probably notice their courageous 
attitude and chivalrous manner. 
That’s because this person is a 
Leo. 

Now since you’re a Libra, 
this person’s personality is start-
ing to slightly bug you, because 
you know their show-stopping 
attitude will inevitably steal your 
limelight. 

Royal Court: King Frakie Alvara Queen Jazmine Valez, Lady in Waiting 
Dominique Simmons Prince Consort Cori Sanchez, Senior Prince Danny 
Rodriguez Senior Princess Ashleigh Herrera, Senior Duke Charlie Alve Senior 
Duchess Savannah Lewis, Junior Prince Justin Chacon Junior Princess Loren Del 
Torro, Sophomore Prince Steve Mendoza Sophomore Princess Michelle Cadd 
Freshman Prince Joey Valadez, Freshman Princess Alyssa Ferrari. (photos by: 
newspaper staff)

       Prince Consort & Lady in Waiting
Capricorn Capricorn

 Senior Prince & Princess

By: Paige Bloxdorf & Destiny Kelly

Virgo

Libra

Senior Duke & Duchess
Taurus

SagittariusBut, your best friend sitting 
next to you is a Cancer, natural 
born mother and caregivers, even 
the males.

They will always be the ones 
to watch the situation with a hawk’s 
eye and defend anyone they feel to 
be threatened, unless of course, the 
threat is to themselves.

So now your best friend sit-
ting next to you is taking things into 
observant hands, seeing that you’ve 
grown bored of the flirtatious Leo.

So your best friend gets the 
Leo’s attention and starts to flirt 
back, returning attention. Once the 
Leo leaves you alone, your friend 
smiles at you with one of those know-
ing ‘You’re welcome’ smiles.

The motto for Cancers is 
‘Moody Blues,’ and you love them 
for caring for you and will always try 
(and fail) to teach them to look out 
for themselves first. 

For those of you who fall un-
der the aforementioned signs, you’ll 
probably understand exactly what we 
mean as far as the personalities go, 
but the moral of the story remains: 
the signs yield consistent person-
alities and will rarely, if ever, dis-
appoint.

The Chapin Chronicle, September/October 2009



Homecoming
oroscopes

ARIES (March 21-April 20) Home disputes and 
family discussions may this week require delicate timing. 
Loved ones will now request public loyalty concerning 
group plans or social promises. Dramatic moments, 
although eventually helpful, will be unavoidable. Remain 
diplomatic. After Wednesday a previously reluctant 
romantic partner or distant friend will ask for greater and 
respond quickly to minor outbursts.

TAURUS (April 21-May 20) A workplace battle 
of wills may be on the agenda this week. Before Thursday 
expect rare ultimatums and inappropriate comments 
from older colleagues. Egos are easily bruised over the 
next few days. Avoid acting as mediator and refuse to be 
drained by petty differences. Later this week a close friend 
may reveal an unexpected romantic attraction or social 
history. Listen objectively and offer encouragement. Your 

support and acceptance will be greatly appreciated.

GEMINI (May 21-June 21) Potential lovers may 
now seek public affection or romantic promises. In the 
coming weeks new love affairs will rapidly expand to 
include revised social celebrations or new home routines. 
After mid-week friends may probe for private details. 

Freshman Prince & Princess

Sophomore Prince & Princess

Junior Prince & Princess

   King Frankie & Queen Jasmine

Scorpio
Aquarius

Aquarius

Pisces

Cancer
Sagittarius

GeminiAquari
us

Remain silent: this is not the right time to reveal personal 
hopes, dreams or desires. Friday through Sunday minor 
financial restrictions will be lifted. Plan revised budgets 
and discuss new purchases with loved ones. Agreement 
is likely.

CANCER (June 22-July 22) Late Tuesday a friend 
may reveal an unexpected social or romantic problem. 
Unethical attractions or new forms of sensuality may 
be on the agenda. Be supportive but stress underlying 
emotional consequences. Reliable guidance may be 
needed. After mid-week many Cancerians will encounter 
a complex financial proposal from an older colleague or 
key official. All may not be as it seems: remain cautious 
and watch for unexpected facts, figures or written 
agreements.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Group alliances may be 
disrupted this week by sudden disagreements. Long-term 
friends may now openly question the romantic ethics or 
social sensitivities of others. Wait for clarity: this week 
disputes will be brief but extremely irrational. Late 
Thursday plan new schedules or social gatherings. All is 
well. Friday through Sunday a family member may reveal 
a powerful need for privacy. Offer meaningful support: 
friends and relatives will respond positively to soothing 
words.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Short-term finances 
will require creative planning over the next few days. 
Although resources may be limited, special purchases or 
property contracts are now highly favorable. Propose new 
ideas to loved ones and expect concrete, timely answers. 
After Wednesday many Virgos will be asked to take on 
added workplace responsibilities or assist new employees. 
Don’t hesitate to show enthusiasm: key officials may be 
quietly reviewing the skills and habits of others. Stay 
focused.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Business colleagues 
and older officials may this week rely on your expertise. 
Past experience, public reputation and the ability to lead 
will now create new job openings. In the coming weeks 
co- workers may ask for guidance and new direction. 
Your efforts will be respected and acknowledged. Tuesday 
through Friday relatives or romantic partners will be 
sentimental or moody. Private family events or romantic 
promises may be a key concern. Remain philosophic.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Distant or 
forgotten friendships may reappear over the next six 
days. Scorpios born after 1973 will now return to old 
relationships in order to properly resolve outstanding 
emotions. Study complex memories and repeated family 
patterns for valuable clues. After Wednesday workplace 
promises and minor financial agreements may quickly 
prove misleading. Colleagues and officials will offer 
vague information or incomplete instructions. Take your 
time: private tensions may be high.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Seniority 
and workplace respect may be a delicate issue this week. 
After Tuesday expect previously reluctant or reserved 
colleagues to express strong opinions and ask for greater 
authority. Welcome all improvements and expect new 
roles to soon bring clarity to group relations. Late 
this week someone close may discuss a recent social 
disappointment or romantic triangle. If so, remain silent: 
this is not the right time to take emotional risks or ask for 
detailed explanations.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) Authority 
figures will this week be easily dissuaded from new ideas. 
Competing instructions from managers or unusual 
disagreements between colleagues may be an ongoing 
problem. Although new business ventures are promising, 
expect long-term projects to be postponed. Wednesday 
through Saturday a trusted friend may act and react 
more emotionally than usual. Minor home disputes or 
private family needs may be at issue. Offer support and 
encouragement. All is well.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Love relationships 
will now experience a wave of nostalgia. Over the next 
five days expect loved ones to reflect on recent romantic 
or family breakthroughs. Honesty and acceptance are 
a continuing theme this week. Use this time to explore 
new levels of emotional intimacy and expect others to 
be genuinely supportive. After Friday a recent business 
project may be abruptly cancelled. Move quickly on: 
key officials will respond well to fresh ideas and new 
leadership.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Financial proposals 
will now be easily accepted or approved. This week is an 
excellent time to plan revised strategies and submit new 
applications. In the coming weeks workplace and money 
advancements will facilitate creative home business 
opportunities. Stay alert to new ideas. Friday through 
Sunday romantic promises are meaningful and revealing. 
Key relationships will steadily expand over the next 18 
days: make sure others understand your needs, goals and 
expectation.

If your birthday is this week...after October 22nd watch 
for the arrival of a complex and emotionally demanding 
friendship. New relationships and potential love affairs 
will now be highly captivating but unreliable. Over the 
next three months avoid emotional risk, if possible, and 
refuse to be derailed by unrealistic promises. Early in 
2010 business delays will be briefly problematic. Between 
February 9th and May 21st newly initiated contracts or 
employment arrangements may be easily postpone. Be 
patient and watch for fast progress in early June. Much of 
the coming year will bring surprising advancements in job 
duties and career options. Stay alert.
For private consultation, please visit www.mysticstars.
net.
(c) 2009, Tribune Media Services Inc.
Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information 
Services.

October Predictions
October 5-11
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Sports 

	 Running, tackling, and 
catching is what the Chapin football 
Huskies are doing as they get closer 
and closer to having a wonderful 
season. As they practice morning 
and after school, football is always on 
their minds
 “I eat and breathe football 
day and night, and knowing that this 
is my last year I’m going to work 
harder then I’ve ever have,” Danny 
Rodriguez said.
 During the offseason the 
players had a tough time, but that 
won’t stop them when it comes to 
defeating Andress. When they go out 
on the field the team plans on giving 
100% of everything they’ve got. 
  Ernest Rodriguez said,“All 
the practice that we do isn’t just for 
us to have fun, so we have nothing to 
look forward to but winning.”

By: Samantha Quijas, Staff writer

Tennis swings into new season
 Swinging into the 

season with a bit of a slow 
start, the  Husky Tennis 
team has had both wins and 
losses. Captain Karla Leyva 
ranking first in the team, 
with Co-Captain Jaimee 
Garza closely following in 
second. In the first semester 
the tennis meets are scored in 
teams. 

Each match is played 
the same way, but in the end, 

the school with the most 
victories wins the overall 
meet. 

“We can (win), but 
we need to play and every-
one needs to contribute,” 
Coach Nicholle Johnson 
said of her team. 

This season the 
Huskies began with an 
unexpected loss against 
the Irvin Rockets. But the 
following week the Hus-

kies unsurprisingly prevailed 
against the Bowie Bears. 
And most recently the Hus-
kies endured an abnormally 
long meet against the Jeffer-
son Silver Foxes. The match 
against the Silver Foxes came 
down to the wire and in the 
end was pulled off in a two 
point win from Roman San 
Roman and Evan Gorges. 

Huskies are off to a 
great start, and will hope-

fully meet regionals with a 
fierce swing. 

 Friday, October 
2, they challenge the Austin 
Panthers @ Austin HS.  
 Dylan Stewart said, 
“No, I’m not worried, I’m a 
little worried but not much. 
They are good but we have 
the ability to win”.

By:Paige Bloxdorf, Staff writer

Inset: JV Football players protect their quarterback so he can make a pass. (Photo by: Max Ruiz)
Varsity football players play defense against Riverside. (Photo by: Max Ruiz)

Shorts
The Chapin Chronicle, September/October 2009

Are you ready for more football?
Under the lights 
for 10th season



Season Scores

Varsity Football:
August 27-
Chapin 0 Mayfield 38
September 3- 
Americas 17 Chapin 16
September 25- 
Chapin 49 Irvin 20
Jv Football:
August 29-
Mayfield 32 Chapin 12
September 5-
Chapin 22 Americas 12
September 10-
Riverside 12 Chapin 14
Freshman Football:
August 29-
Mayfield 0 Chapin 24
September 5-
Chapin 40 Americas 0
September 10-
Riverside 12 Chapin 39

By: Samantha Quijas, Staff writer Varsity Volleyball:
August 11-
Midland 3 Chapin 0
August 18-
Coronado 3 Chapin 0
August 25-
Las Cruces 3 Chapin 2
September 1-
Chapin 3 Del Valle 0
September 8-
Ysleta 0 Chapin 2
September 11-
Chapin 3 Irvin 0
September 15-
Bowie 0 Chapin 3
September 18-
Chapin 3 Jefferson 2
September 22-
Burges 3 Chapin 2
September 25- 
El Paso 3 Chapin 0

Going from the fresh-
man team to the JV football 
team the Chapin Huskies start 
with a undefeated season.

“It feels really good being 
able to be on the JV team be-
cause we get to practice with the 
Varsity team and we get more 
experience,” sophomore Adrian 
De Luna said.

With being able to play 
on the home field , football 
players feel like they have a 
greater chance of winning and 
more confidence.

 Sophomore Matthew 
Pierce said, “It’s really good 
playing on the home field be-
cause you have your friends and 
family there to cheer you on.”

JV Volleyball:
August 11- 
Coronado 0 Chapin 2
August 25-
Las Cruces 1 Chapin 2 
September 1-
Chapin 2 Del Valle 0
September 11-
Chapin  2 Irvin 1
September 15-
Bowie 1 Chapin 2
September 18-
Chapin 2 Jefferson 0 
September 25- 
El Paso 1 Chapin 2
Freshman Volleyball:
August 11-
Coronado 2 Chapin 0
August 18-
Coronado 2 Chapin 1 
August 25-
Las Cruces 0 Chapin 2

September 8-
Ysleta 0 Chapin 2
September 11-
Chapin 2 Irvin 0
September 15-
Bowie 0 Chapin 2
September 18-
Chapin 2 Jefferson 1
September 22-
Burges 2 Chapin 1
September 25-
El Paso 2 Chapin 1

JV football takes 
home field 
advantage

The volleyball team is now in 
the hands of Coach Andrea Beltran. 
She decided to coach the team this 
year because she finds the sport ir-
resistible to her. Beltran wants her 
players to be the best on the field. 
She inspires her players by pushing 
them to their limits.

“I have a love of the sport that 
can not be contained,” Beltran said.

The Lady Huskies motivate 
and encourage each other. Players 
in the volleyball team make their 
fellow teammates feel welcome. Ari-
anna Dominguez, senior, joined the 
volleyball team because she likes 
to keep being in the sport that she 
loves. She has played volleyball since 
5th grade.

“My teammates inspire 
me to keep playing since they are 
the ones that make the sport so 
enjoyable,” Dominguez said.

All positions and jobs 
can offer some frustration and 
stress. The appreciation the 
players give and the development 
of their skills makes Beltran to 
continue training the Lady 
Huskies. The players work as a 
group and have created a special 
relationship as a team.  They do 
activities that build skills and 
endurance. 

                    Beltran said,“I push them 
                     farther than I have been pushed 
                     before.”

Lady Huskies dig 
new season
By: Phillip Sy, Staff writer

Top: Varsity player Jeorgina Balderrama block the spike from the opposing 
team. (Photo by: Courtney Hollingsworth)
Bottom: Jv volleyball player Rebecca Munoz stretches to return the ball back over 
the net. (Photo by: Courtney Hollingsworth)
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FACE  
How Do 
You Get 

  You’re in a hurry and you need to find out the 
interesting score to yesterday’s baseball game so you 

won’t be the outcast at lunch today. 
 And now you’re throwing 

the newspaper everywhere until you 
find that ONE piece of information 
you’d been looking for!   
 

That’s exactly why I prefer using 
the Internet to find out the news. 

If I forgot to look up a current 
event for History, or if I didn’t get to 
watch something important like Kanye 
West messing up Taylor Swift’s accep-
tance speech on the VMAs, I can easily 
just get online and look up what I want 
to know in a matter of minutes. 

 Plus, many things aren’t 
published into the printed-paper until 
a minimum of the day after the event 
has happened. 

 Don’t get me wrong: the newspaper is a classy 
way to get information, but I’m honestly not a patient 
person, and I’d much rather get my information quick-
ly through the internet.

By Ashley Carrillo

By Jacke Montejano

Sitting by the fire, curled up with a classic novel used to 
be the ideal way to spend an evening in the early 
20th century. 

 Now that the world is so electronically 
based, there seems to be no more time to sit down 
and read printed text. 

On Sunday mornings, your parents used to 
sit at the breakfast table reading the Sunday paper 
and looking through all the ads. Now everything 
can be looked up on the internet.

People have become so wrapped up in doing 
things hastily, they never have time to appreciate 
things that others worked so hard to do. 

Books are now being recorded and can be 
put on iPods or found on pdf files on author’s web-
sites. 

Breaking news is being reported live through 
internet feeds or is only presented as briefs on the 
news channels asking people to follow up with the 
full story on their network website. 

Using the internet for reporting news, events, and any 
other type of media or entertainment would normally be print-
ed has become impersonal by pasting it all over the internet.

Give me fireside time, anytime.
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